
Fall 2014, ENG 371 Business Communication Section A
Instructor: Lukowski, Alison (Primary)

Christian Brothers University

There were: 21 possible respondents.

0%0%0%15%85%4.8100%13Instructor provides feedback14

0%0%0%15%85%4.8100%13Instructor knows subject matter well13

0%0%0%23%77%4.8100%13Instructor encourages student participation12

0%0%8%15%77%4.792%13Instructor challenges me to think11

0%0%15%15%69%4.585%13Displays enthusiasm in teaching subject matter10

0%0%0%38%62%4.6100%13Would recommend instructor to another student9

0%0%0%23%77%4.8100%13Assignments relavant to course8

0%0%0%15%85%4.8100%13Instructor sets high standards7

0%0%0%23%77%4.8100%13Instructor respects students as individuals6

0%0%8%31%62%4.592%13Instructor is available5

0%0%0%42%58%4.6100%12Tests and projects reasonable and fair4

0%0%8%23%69%4.692%13Subject is presented clearly3

0%0%0%31%69%4.7100%13Material appropriate to course2

0%0%0%23%77%4.8100%13Instructor prepared for class1

Str DisagreeDisagreeUndecidedAgreeStragree

4.797%OverallGrp

AvgTop TwoNQuestion Text

Great teacher, very enthusiastic. Goes out of her way to help and encourages us to ask her questions.

The class requires a lot of work but Dr. Lukowski is extremely helpful and does a great job of showing how you will use these skills in the real world.

I would recommend Dr. Lukowski to any student. She is extremely helpful and fair as a teacher.

Question: Additional comments

 Text Responses



Fall 2014, ENG 371 Business Communication Section B
Instructor: Lukowski, Alison (Primary)

Christian Brothers University

There were: 14 possible respondents.

0%0%0%29%71%4.7100%7Instructor provides feedback14

0%0%0%29%71%4.7100%7Instructor knows subject matter well13

0%0%0%29%71%4.7100%7Instructor encourages student participation12

0%0%0%29%71%4.7100%7Instructor challenges me to think11

0%0%0%29%71%4.7100%7Displays enthusiasm in teaching subject matter10

0%0%0%29%71%4.7100%7Would recommend instructor to another student9

0%0%0%29%71%4.7100%7Assignments relavant to course8

0%0%0%29%71%4.7100%7Instructor sets high standards7

0%14%0%14%71%4.486%7Instructor respects students as individuals6

0%0%14%14%71%4.686%7Instructor is available5

0%0%0%29%71%4.7100%7Tests and projects reasonable and fair4

0%0%14%14%71%4.686%7Subject is presented clearly3

0%0%0%29%71%4.7100%7Material appropriate to course2

0%0%0%29%71%4.7100%7Instructor prepared for class1

Str DisagreeDisagreeUndecidedAgreeStragree

4.797%OverallGrp

AvgTop TwoNQuestion Text

I wish all my English Prof. were like Dr. L. She actually made the subject interesting and fun and very relevant to my major.

It has been a very enjoyable time in Dr. Lukowski's class and I have learned a lot to develop my skills for my future career plans. She is very knowledgeable about what we
should expect when we enter the business world.

Question: Additional comments

 Text Responses



Spring 2015, ENG 371 Business Communication Section A
Instructor: Lukowski, Alison (Primary)

Christian Brothers University

There were: 17 possible respondents.

0%0%8%8%83%4.892%12Instructor provides feedback14

0%0%0%0%100%5100%12Instructor knows subject matter well13

0%0%8%17%75%4.792%12Instructor encourages student participation12

0%0%0%17%83%4.8100%12Instructor challenges me to think11

0%0%8%17%75%4.792%12Displays enthusiasm in teaching subject matter10

0%0%8%8%83%4.892%12Would recommend instructor to another student9

0%0%8%25%67%4.692%12Assignments relavant to course8

0%0%0%17%83%4.8100%12Instructor sets high standards7

0%0%8%17%75%4.792%12Instructor respects students as individuals6

0%0%0%17%83%4.8100%12Instructor is available5

8%0%0%17%75%4.592%12Tests and projects reasonable and fair4

0%0%0%25%75%4.8100%12Subject is presented clearly3

0%0%0%25%75%4.8100%12Material appropriate to course2

0%0%0%17%83%4.8100%12Instructor prepared for class1

Str DisagreeDisagreeUndecidedAgreeStragree

4.796%OverallGrp

AvgTop TwoNQuestion Text

Scariest teacher the first day we met, but has taught me so many things this year that I will carry throughout my career.

This is my favorite class! Although one has put in a lot of work, this class is the most practical class. I will use everything that I learned in this class in the future.

I don't have enough good things to say about Dr. Lukowski. I have always loved my English classes, especially at CBU, but her class has been my favorite so far. I have
learned so much that will really help me in the business world. She has challenged me, encouraged me, and showed me that she truly cared about my success in her class.
She was very easy to talk to, I know, because I visited her office hours frequently! I have and will continue to recommend her to my friends!

SHe is a great professor and she knows the material.

Question: Additional comments

Resumes shouldn't be an assignment because it is being graded unfairly for those who doesn't have any experience.

Question: Improving methods for evaluating students

 Text Responses



Spring 2015, ENG 371 Business Communication Section B
Instructor: Lukowski, Alison (Primary)

Christian Brothers University

There were: 19 possible respondents.

0%0%0%0%100%5100%15Instructor provides feedback14

0%0%0%0%100%5100%15Instructor knows subject matter well13

0%0%0%13%87%4.9100%15Instructor encourages student participation12

0%0%0%0%100%5100%15Instructor challenges me to think11

0%0%7%13%80%4.793%15Displays enthusiasm in teaching subject matter10

0%0%0%7%93%4.9100%15Would recommend instructor to another student9

0%0%7%0%93%4.993%15Assignments relavant to course8

0%0%7%7%87%4.893%15Instructor sets high standards7

0%0%7%13%80%4.793%15Instructor respects students as individuals6

0%0%0%7%93%4.9100%15Instructor is available5

0%0%0%13%87%4.9100%15Tests and projects reasonable and fair4

0%0%0%7%93%4.9100%15Subject is presented clearly3

0%0%7%7%87%4.893%15Material appropriate to course2

0%0%0%7%93%4.9100%15Instructor prepared for class1

Str DisagreeDisagreeUndecidedAgreeStragree

4.998%OverallGrp

AvgTop TwoNQuestion Text

Professor Lukowski makes class engaging and fun. She knows her subject very well and teaches in an excellent manner. She is always there to help those who want to be
helped.

My favorite teacher at CBU, she was very thorough at explaining all our assignments. She encourages students to come to her if they need any help, communication with
students is very important to her. I feel like her class prepared me very well to communicate in the corporate world.

Although some might think the teacher is strict, I feel that it helps the students do better in the course.

Great professor, really connects well with students. Would gladly take any class she taught and recommend others to do the same.

She uses real-life experiences to teach about a subject that she knows very well. This is by far my favorite English class I have taken at CBU so far. Only drawback I can
think of is we only used the book like twice this year.

Dr Alison truly is awesome and cares and expect a lot from her students. She is always there to answer questions and she brings real world issues inside the classroom.
Thanks to her, I'm ready to go out and get a job for I know all the steps it takes to do so.

great course, very helpful for the future and real world experiences, wonderful professor. I would recommend Dr. Lukowski and this course to my peers.

I would recommend this professor to any student who asked me about her. She constantly challenges but is always there to help if you need help for school work or
anything else. I can honestly say she is my favorite professor and wish i could take her more often.

She's a tough cookie, but it's all in our best interest. She really challenges her students to work hard and pushes us to do our best. Everything taught in this class is relevant
to our future.

Very repetitive. This should be a general education class especially for Business majors. I learned most of this my sophomore year

Question: Additional comments

 Text Responses



Fall 2015, ENG 371 Business Communication Section A
Instructor: Lukowski, Alison (Primary)

Christian Brothers University

There were: 18 possible respondents.

0%0%0%25%75%4.8100%8Instructor provides feedback14

0%0%0%13%88%4.9100%8Instructor knows subject matter well13

0%0%0%50%50%4.5100%8Instructor encourages student participation12

0%0%0%25%75%4.8100%8Instructor challenges me to think11

0%0%0%25%75%4.8100%8Displays enthusiasm in teaching subject matter10

0%13%0%13%75%4.588%8Would recommend instructor to another student9

0%13%0%13%75%4.588%8Assignments relavant to course8

0%0%0%13%88%4.9100%8Instructor sets high standards7

0%0%13%13%75%4.688%8Instructor respects students as individuals6

0%0%13%13%75%4.688%8Instructor is available5

0%13%0%13%75%4.588%8Tests and projects reasonable and fair4

0%0%0%25%75%4.8100%8Subject is presented clearly3

0%0%0%25%75%4.8100%8Material appropriate to course2

0%0%0%13%88%4.9100%8Instructor prepared for class1

Str DisagreeDisagreeUndecidedAgreeStragree

4.796%OverallGrp

AvgTop TwoNQuestion Text

LOVED Dr. Lukowski. Didnt think that Business communications could be interesting but I have loved every class. It isn't an easy course, but she is the best professor I
have had thus far.

Love this teacher! Personal, helpful, and relatable

Dr. Lukowski hands down is one of the best professors I've ever had while attending CBU. She takes the time to get to know the class strengths and weaknesses and assign
work that makes us think. I encourage any student to take her class because it will help them throughout there professional career and she gives invaluable advice.

I would recommend Dr. Lukowski to everyone! She is a really wonderful teacher!

Question: Additional comments

 Text Responses



Spring 2015, ENG 371 Business Communication Section A
Instructor: Lukowski, Alison (Primary)

Christian Brothers University

There were: 17 possible respondents.

0%0%8%8%83%4.892%12Instructor provides feedback14

0%0%0%0%100%5100%12Instructor knows subject matter well13

0%0%8%17%75%4.792%12Instructor encourages student participation12

0%0%0%17%83%4.8100%12Instructor challenges me to think11

0%0%8%17%75%4.792%12Displays enthusiasm in teaching subject matter10

0%0%8%8%83%4.892%12Would recommend instructor to another student9

0%0%8%25%67%4.692%12Assignments relavant to course8

0%0%0%17%83%4.8100%12Instructor sets high standards7

0%0%8%17%75%4.792%12Instructor respects students as individuals6

0%0%0%17%83%4.8100%12Instructor is available5

8%0%0%17%75%4.592%12Tests and projects reasonable and fair4

0%0%0%25%75%4.8100%12Subject is presented clearly3

0%0%0%25%75%4.8100%12Material appropriate to course2

0%0%0%17%83%4.8100%12Instructor prepared for class1

Str DisagreeDisagreeUndecidedAgreeStragree

4.796%OverallGrp

AvgTop TwoNQuestion Text

Scariest teacher the first day we met, but has taught me so many things this year that I will carry throughout my career.

This is my favorite class! Although one has put in a lot of work, this class is the most practical class. I will use everything that I learned in this class in the future.

I don't have enough good things to say about Dr. Lukowski. I have always loved my English classes, especially at CBU, but her class has been my favorite so far. I have
learned so much that will really help me in the business world. She has challenged me, encouraged me, and showed me that she truly cared about my success in her class.
She was very easy to talk to, I know, because I visited her office hours frequently! I have and will continue to recommend her to my friends!

SHe is a great professor and she knows the material.

Question: Additional comments

Resumes shouldn't be an assignment because it is being graded unfairly for those who doesn't have any experience.

Question: Improving methods for evaluating students

 Text Responses



Spring 2016, ENG 371 Business Communication Section A
Instructor: Lukowski, Alison (Primary)

Christian Brothers University

There were: 18 possible respondents.

0.80.84.60.44.8Instructor provides feedback14

0.60.74.60.94.7Instructor knows subject matter well13

0.70.74.60.34.9Instructor encourages student participation12

0.80.84.50.64.8Instructor challenges me to think11

0.70.84.50.84.8Displays enthusiasm in teaching subject matter10

1.01.14.20.64.8Would recommend instructor to another student9

0.70.84.50.94.6Assignments relavant to course8

0.70.74.50.64.8Instructor sets high standards7

0.70.84.50.34.9Instructor respects students as individuals6

0.80.94.40.44.8Instructor is available5

0.91.04.31.14.6Tests and projects reasonable and fair4

0.91.04.30.94.6Subject is presented clearly3

0.70.84.40.64.8Material appropriate to course2

0.70.84.50.34.9Instructor prepared for class1

0.80.94.40.64.8OverallGrp

Div SDENG SDENG AvgSDAvgQuestion Text

feedback was given long after the assignment had been turned in and never discussed in a way that was helpful at all

Question: Improving methods for evaluating students

I am already using things I learned in this class in the real world. It is important, and I personally think every major should have to take something similar to it.

This class has taught me all the things adults going into business need to know. To anyone that says this class is irrelevant is kidding themselves. I honestly can say that I
know how to properly type an email, know how to capture the attention of my target audience and am more open to feedback in anything I do. I truly feel like some of the
CBU community that send out emails to the entire campus might benefit from taking this course.

Even with the initial doubt on her strong character, I cannot recommend this professor enough. She knows what she's talking about, and is extremely helpful in helping you
produce quality work. She's also funny, so that's a plus.

The class is hard and I was nervous completing every assignment. Dr. Lukowski is awesome though and teaches a great class.

All assignments relate to the real world extremely well!

One of my favorite classes I have taken so far. It is a course where the content will actually be used post graduation instead of the standard PowerPoint and lecture for and
hour about pointless information because they have tenure style courses I have taken all through CBU.

I have truly enjoyed taking this class. Dr Lukowski has challenged me in a way that I strive to impress her, but she has never failed to help steer me in the right direction.

Does really well to make the class relevant to real life situations

Dr. Lukowski is honestly one of my favorite professors at CBU. This class was so useful - I was surprised by how much I learned and felt like this class exceeded what I
expected from it.

I sincerely enjoyed having Dr. Lukowski this semester. Not only are her assignments extremely helpful to students who will be searching for jobs and internships, but her
lectures are also engaging, informative, and entertaining. She's mastered the art of teaching students valuable skills for the real-world while keeping things interesting and
fun. Her rsum writing workshop was AMAZING. I never knew that employers searched for key words on your resume and cover letter when reviewing them. I never knew
how to even write a cover letter until her class and, graduating this May, I really that's something that will help students in the future when searching for jobs and internship
positions. She knows what she is talking about, and the resume and cover letter lectures are absolutely necessary. That was by far the most helpful part of the semester for
me, and it encouraged me to apply for more jobs because I actually felt confident about my resume and cover letter afterward.

this class was a complete joke. why doesn't a business professor teach this class? most of the things we learned were completely opposite from what other business teachers
expect. what a waste of time.

Question: Additional comments

 Text Responses



Spring 2016, ENG 371 Business Communication Section B
Instructor: Lukowski, Alison (Primary)

Christian Brothers University

There were: 12 possible respondents.

0.80.84.61.43Instructor provides feedback14

0.60.74.60.83.7Instructor knows subject matter well13

0.70.74.60.84.3Instructor encourages student participation12

0.80.84.51.13.3Instructor challenges me to think11

0.70.84.51.23.1Displays enthusiasm in teaching subject matter10

1.01.14.21.32.6Would recommend instructor to another student9

0.70.84.51.13.3Assignments relavant to course8

0.70.74.50.94.1Instructor sets high standards7

0.70.84.513.4Instructor respects students as individuals6

0.80.94.41.52.9Instructor is available5

0.91.04.31.43.3Tests and projects reasonable and fair4

0.91.04.31.62.7Subject is presented clearly3

0.70.84.413.6Material appropriate to course2

0.70.84.51.12.9Instructor prepared for class1

0.80.94.41.23.3OverallGrp

Div SDENG SDENG AvgSDAvgQuestion Text

Provides some feedback, but nothing to improve my work, just comments on it.

Question: Instructor provide better feedback

She does not respond to emails in a timely manner. She is often not in her office.

Question: How was instructor not available

Give appropriate guidelines for assignments not just brief sentences.

Question: Improving methods for evaluating students

The whole entire setup is bad and confusing.

This course should strictly stick to in class only rather than online. The communications aspect is lacking tremendously. Also, materials are not explained well. Directions
for assignments are often unclear and hard to understand. The exact description of the correct method of completing assignments should be explained.

Question: Suggestions for clear subject presentation

This is an online course for me so I lack understanding of the communications aspect of this course. I feel as though I have not learned much besides what I have researched
on my own. The instructor is hard to reach and is not quick to respond to emails. The wrong due dates for assignments are posted pretty often and it is misleading.
Instructions for assignments are unclear. Most of my assignments have not been graded from early in the semester. This course should not be offered online.

I don't think this class is an appropriate class for an online course. The instructor also doesn't care to explain things properly to this course.

This whole entire class is set up horrifically. It seems that she uses the same format each year but forgot the change a few due dates when you try to look ahead. Nothing is
straight forward and the final project is a cluster for the stuff you have to turn in. Extremely confusing and causes many headaches.

Question: Additional comments

 Text Responses




